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Snabbt, enkelt, bra men ej helt billig design

Vi använder en diodmatris med ett antal Philips rebell dioder på ett substrat.
Effekten är 25 eller 50W per diodmatris. Dessa har en avancerad linsarray som
ger en mycket jämn och fin ljusbild av “bat wing” typ. Öppningsvinkeln är mycket
stor. 25 W per array och 1500 Lumen i effekt mätt efter linserna. Enkel att
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Diagram på olika ljusfördelningar med olika matrisoptik
Dialux and IES computer files.

All lamps have an illumination of light coming out of lamp with some
characteristics. Lamps are measured with a special instrument to see how these angles are and what power
comes out at each angle!segment.
and an angleoffice
segment have here a
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with IES files in any way. Lumen / W is also a 100% different matter. IES is a file format and not an imaging
www.laseroptronix.se
software in any way.
There are several other lamp files similar to IES and often branded to a specific producer. Most can import
and work with any IES file including ours.
Dialux is a software to read and handle IES
files. Here you can make a lot and design
complete set ups. Dialux is a free ware on
internet and anyone can get it and learn to
use it. It is standard in many places and
users. It is not very new but accepted and
good enough for most users.
Third part viewers and plug-ins and CAD
systems can often use IES files and here it
exist a lot of alternatives. Many are very good
with nice graphics and data. Sunnytek IES files can be used in all standard combinations.
Sunnytek Batwing lenses.
Most of our lamps have a so called bat wing lens with have a very
complex shaped surface. It is un-linear and it is logarithmic in output
angles. This is designed for street lamps poles and a geometry often
common on streets. We have totally 9 models and the 70x160 degree
lens is most common. Here it is designed to give an equal intensity at
street level all over the angles and street surface area. It is more power
full at edges to compensate for lights flat angles far away. Result is that
light is much better for street as strength is about same all over surface.
It is also compensated to be located just beside street centre and center
image of light 3-4 meter out. Pls. discuss specific demands with us to
get what is needed in your specific application. This is not a simple
matter to get perfect but not complex to get rather OK and useable for most installations. We assist when
needed.
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Examples of output for Robusta led lamps
Here we show dumps of imaged by Dialux / IES files of our Robusta street lamp at 10000 Lumen. Note we
always talk Lumen output
and never Watt values as this
is incorrect in this case. If
you have a 5000 Lumen
lamp this is 50 less in power
but distribution of intensity is
same. Here the lens we used
in tests was a 120x120
degree lens.( we have 9
different lenses in
programme).
Here we see the
Bat and pattern in
red at left image.
This
compensates and
equalise light
intensity at street
level.
The top view
shows the
illumination n
match a street
shape rather well
and we normally
have 25-40
meters distance
between lamps.
Longer distance
of course gives a
demand for more
intensity in Lumen out of
lamp
Longer distance of course
gives a demand for more
intensity in Lumen out of
lamp.
If streets are wide we have
one pattern and if narrow
one other is better. Intensity
from lamps is proportional
to area to illuminate.
Nothing compensates for
area except output in
Lumen in total.
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This was data from Dialux software and out 100W led lamp in a test cycle. All is available from IES files. If
you double lamp output all values with double and vise versa. This is linear so all power with same lens can
be compared easily.
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